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INSIDE:

Stimulus funds explained

Those near phase out
likely very important
information for you

I

f you have received all of your and your
family’s stimulus checks or if you have
received no stimulus checks and your
income is the same or higher, this article
is not for you but feel free to share with a
friend or colleague who might be in this
situation.

If you have received a partial stimulus or if your
John A. Kvale,
2020 income is much different from your 2019,
CFA, CFP ®
what follows is an explanation of how stimulus
money is possibly catching up to you and how it may even hit your
2021 income tax return as well as a timely reminder for filing your
2020 income tax return by a very important “Look Back” date!
(see Round 1, Page 2)
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•Maybe no inflation,

bout one year ago, we virtually attended a much desired event
hosted by John Mauldin, called SIC or Strategic Investment
Conference, usually a week long or even more event held in a high
desert city of Arizona or western beach front location in California.
Due to conflicting time around tax season, cost and less desire for a
lengthy conference, we had never attended until last year.
Being virtual again this year, we were delighted to attend once
again. Last year’s attendance led to a complete domination of our
year ago newsletter (Q3 2020). Given we want to discuss other topics
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Stimulus funds explained

Round 1, 2, 3 of stimulus funds outlined
(continued from Page 1)
(Stimulus rounds reminder from Q2 2020 newsletter)

Round 1 : $1200 adult, $500 qualifying kids
Checks being sent to over 90% of the
population
Each person to receive $1,200, kids UNDER
age 17 credited to parents at $500 each, no
limit in headcount.
This rebate is NOT TAXABLE!
The payout is likely to be sent out end of April
or early May.
There is a phase out:
The applicable AGI phase out threshold
amounts are as follows:
Married Joint: $150,000
Head of Household: $112,500
All Other Filers: $75,000

This phase out is based on either your 2018 or
2019 tax return, whichever is most recent. If
your income exceeds the threshold and you
are phased out completely, and your 2020
income is below the threshold when you file
your 2020 tax return, you will receive your
Recovery Rebate at the time of your 2020
filing.
The key is this last underlined sentence. If

your 2020 Income drops into the threshold
of receiving some or all of the prior stimulus
assuming your 2019 income was higher and you
did not receive any or all of your 2020 rebate,
it is showing up on the new sneaking Line 30 of
the 1040!

Round 2, $600 per person including children
Phase out – Faster but possible larger base
starting benefit to larger families
In January of 2021 a $600 stimulus check was
sent. Being that the IRS only had for most people
their 2019 return, the look back once again was
to year 2019 return.
The phase out:
For every $100 of Adjusted
Gross Income (AGI) a taxpayer
exceeds his applicable
threshold, $5 of Additional
Recovery Rebate will be
phased out. (Refer to graph,
Page 3.) Thus, the phaseout
range varies from taxpayer to
taxpayer, depending upon the
size of the ‘base’ Additional
Recovery Rebate in the first
place (i.e., the more eligible
individuals, the larger the
dollar amount to be phased
out at $5 per $100 of AGI and
the more income it will take
to fully phase out the rebate
check)
If you were phased out
based on 2019 return and
qualify based on your 2020
return, this will also show up
on the sneaky Line 30 of your
1040.

Round 3, $1,400 stimulus and the Sept. 1,
2021 look back for 2020 Tax Returns
Phase out - (Another more cliff- fast - phase
(see Watch, Page 3)
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Watch income, don’t miss look back window
(continued from Page 2)

out.) Individuals earning $75k will be phased
out at $80k and JT $150k phased out at $160k
Individuals/families who had a higher 2019
income that knocked them out of some or all
of the stimulus original money but a lower
2020 income assuming this person would have
qualified for the $1,400 per person stimulus
based on year 2020 … what the IRS is going to
do concerning this matter is on Sept. 1, 2021 is
review all of the 2020 tax returns for folks who
had not received the $1,400 credit for them
and their family and if they meet that threshold
they will then receive the $1,400 credit period;
remember, this is the much faster phase out of
only $160k and $80k Joint and for an individual.
Round 3 One nore time, based on 2021
income tax return
Assuming you were not below the threshold
for 2019 or 2020 return, if a person’s income in
2021 were to drop below the new thresholds ..
think next year around this time… you will still
qualify for the $1,400 credit. They are using
the same play book as the original March 2020
rebate look back to give an extra year of the
$1,400 being
credited and it
would then show
up on sneaky
line 30 form
1040 tax return
for 2021.
It’s very likely
that this will
cause great
confusion next
year … even
more than it is
causing this year
because it will be
so much farther
in the future.
Important
planning
technique for
this year for
people who
have failed the
2019 and 2020
income tax level
Should you

be able to control your income in some way, it
may be worth you keeping an eye on your total
income this tax year 2021 and attempting to
keep it below the current quick phase out levels
in order to receive the $1,400 per person benefit
next year. Just a thought.
To summarize Round 1, 2 and 3
A lower 2020 income may bring some or all of
the Round 1 and 2 onto Line 30 of your 1040 at
the time of filing your 2020 Form 1040 income
tax return.
The IRS will look at all returns who did not
already receive the Round 3 $1,400 stimulus
on Sept. 1, 2021 and if you qualify, sometime
shortly thereafter will be another $1,400/person
sent. If you fall into this category, or think you
may, DO NOT FILE AN EXTENDED EXTENSION
– If you file after Sept. 1, 2021 you will have
missed the look back window!
If you fail all of these tests, there will be one
last check this time next year for your 2021
return, and if that is lower you will receive the
$1,400 at that time.
Simple as that! Not to worry. We will be
reminding near each important date.
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Massive extension in longevity, youthful life, lower care costs
(continued from Page 1)

in this newsletter, we are
planning on spreading some
of the content out in future
newsletters.
Speaking last year at
the VERY beginning of the
Covid breakout were the
same two doctors who

gave an update in this year’s
conference.
Their predictions last year
(think at a time where a lot
of uncertainty abounded)
were spot on and almost
unbelievably accurate. So
accurate they hardly needed to
update their presentation.

at age 95+ their expectation is
of a youthful life at this time
along with much decreased
healthcare costs at that time
as well as along the way.
There is a super cool chart
that the doctors had in their
(see Longevity, Page 5)

Make it to 2030 and you
will likely live to over 100
years old – age 90 the new 40
My mouth almost dropped
when I heard these two stately
doctors utter the words above.

Dr. Daniel Culver, DO
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Not only did they believe
massive extension in
longevity is coming but also

Michael Roizen, MD
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Longevity requires financial planning, lifestyle decisions
(continued from Page 4)

slide deck, and of course it is
the ONLY slide that had “Not for
Reproduction” .... so in honoring
their request ... see the graph
(bottom of Page 4) based on
their predictions.
Items to ponder:
Longevity financial planning
Extended workforce age –
more time in prime years
Lifestyle decisions
General living decisions –
location and length at said
location

Lifestyle monitoring now!
The graph above is
recommended lifestyle
monitoring we can all do
along the way. For the record
these are not low hurdles and
not required for the above
mentioned mortality longevity.

The 40,000 to one benefit is
the doctor’s estimate of getting
the vaccine versus the risk of
something occurring from the
vaccine versus the benefit.

was no answer to item four.
Candidly, at the time of this
conference, the India strain has
given them pause but they are
hopeful that clarity will occur
soon.

In the bottom graph, there

Here is a quick legend for the
abbreviations:
Blood pressure
Body mass index
Fasting blood sugar
Cholesterol
No tobacco
Stress management - VERY
INTERESTING! Newly added by
the doctors.
Finally a few closing
thoughts concerning Covid
and the future
The doctors strongly
recommend vaccination and
gave some of these statistics
(see middle graph) in their
presentation.
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Views from the conference

Federal Reserve should increase rates,
there will be some type of inflation

1
2

I

n spring of 2020 during the beginning of
the countrywide lockdowns, we had the
opportunity to attend a conference that we had
never chosen to do before due to logistics, cost
and length of the conference (7-10 days). John
Mauldin, SIC Strategic Investor Conference, after
18 years of consecutive conferences, shifted last
year’s and this year’s conference to virtual and
we were happy attendees.
Last year during early spring we were square
in the middle of major capital market turmoil
along with forecasts of medical advances in an
attempt to create a vaccine. (See our doctors
updated article also in this newsletter.)

Last year speakers prognosticated about the
length and depth as well as the effects of the
lockdown. This year, oddly just a year later, most
of the focus was on the excesses that have been
created and the possible outcomes.
This year’s conference lasted two weeks and
had 45 speakers of which about 35 were capital
market related with the other 10 being macroeconomic or specific industry such as doctors.
With over 50 hours of interviews and tons
of information, rather than write a book and
completely gorge our newsletter, we want to
bring to you the most
prevalent and strongest
views on the various
topics.

Federal Reserve has
overstayed welcome –
too much
View number one
and shared by every
market related expert,
the Federal Reserve is
overstaying its welcome
and should immediately
stop asset purchases and
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begin talking about increasing rates. The main
reasons for these shared views are because
asset levels have become inflated across
almost all assets according to the experts and
continued purchases are no longer necessary
given that capital markets are orderly.
Participants also collectively agreed the Federal
Reserve needs to do this very carefully and signal
to capital market participants well in advance its
intentions slowly and cautiously.

Inflation is coming
View number two shared by approximately
75% to 80% of the capital market professionals
was there will be some type of inflation. About
half of the professionals felt like inflation would
indeed be transition, which is what Jerome
Powell (FOMC President) and the Federal Reserve
are saying. The other half felt like by the FED
continuing to purchase assets, a change from
the long deflationary era of the last four decades
to a longer-term inflationary era over the next
several decades is ahead.
None of the pro inflation experts predicted
runaway inflation that we had in the ‘70s but
the most aggressive inflationary person that we
heard was Jim Bianco of Bianco Research. In one
of many slides, Bianco
(see Maybe, Page 7)

3

Views from the conference
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Maybe no inflation, return to slow growth
demographics. (See graph below.)

(continued from Page 6)

pointed to the rise of the 10 Year
Treasury, (see graph bottom,
Page 6) and a belief it would
continue to rise.

Not only will there be no
inflation but deflation will
return

So what are we to do with all of this
information and where does that leave us?

Jim Bianco of
Bianco Research

View number three, shared by the remaining
market experts emphatically, there will be no
inflation and we will return to a slow growth
environment similar to what we had coming out
of the financial setback of 2007-09.
The most emphatic believer of this deflationary
trend was Lacey Hunt who oddly enough shared
the stage with the aforementioned Jim Bianco,
and has been an expert in the capital markets for
40 years. We thought had they been in person
fists may have been thrown due to the two
emphatic dissenting beliefs.
For the record Lacy Hunt is a
huge proponent of Long Term
Bonds, which would take it on
the nose if Bianco is correct
(rising yields hurt the value of
bonds, especially long term
Lacey Hunt, Hoisington
bonds.)
Investment Management
Company

Mr. Hunt‘s main beliefs on why deflation will
continue are the debt occurring by the afore
mentioned FED asset purchase and ageing

With such dissenting opinions it’s clear that
someone will be wrong and things never work
out exactly like people think, so some portions
of views may be correct and incorrect in another.
If Bianco is correct and inflation occurs
and remains this would lead to substantial
pressure on long duration assets such as
the value of real estate, low earning but fast
growing equities, long bonds such as the 30
year treasury and higher borrowing costs
across the board. This would be a dramatic
change from the last four decades and more
rhyming of the late 70’s but again not to the
extreme.
If Hunt is correct, this will be a continuation
of what we have seen over the prior four
decades: lower long term rates, lower
borrowing costs, continued slower economic
growth, lower expected earnings and
continued upward (tailwind) pressure on the
above mentioned longer duration assets.
The good news in monitoring each of the
various forecasts we have easy to read and
follow economic numbers such as the CPI and
the level of interest rates, as well as Federal
Reserve speakers talk in public venues.
In closing, all of professionals believe most
asset prices were elevated. High asset prices are
not a direct reason for them to come down and
elevated asset prices can be grown into, like the
13-year-old growing quickly into the 15-year-old
clothes. But high asset prices demand discipline
and care as increased volatility is likely.
Lastly, another good news thing is this will
play out in over the next few quarters, not
decades.
We will be watching closely!
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Parting thoughts for you...

W

e are very excited to have
you mark your calendar for
the Saturday before Thanksgiving
for our 25th Annual Holiday Party
at Dallas Athletic Club, Nov. 20
from 3 to 5 p.m. We hope to see
you there.
Enjoying once again virtual
conferences that we would not
have otherwise attended, we hope
you like our brightening longevity
article sharing positive light on
the research that has been done
over the past year and making
for a brighter future and possible
extended longevity as a result of
the expected findings during the
last year.

With multiple stimulus acts
and various deadlines and
qualifications many of them
confusing, we shed light in our
stimulus explanatory article on the
confusion and we will continue to
remind on important dates which
will go into year 2022.
Lastly, the elephant in the
room word, inflation! Transitory?
Permanent? Or a return to
deflation seems to be on the tips
of everyone’s tongue. Our analysis
article on the subject should
clarify.
Thanks for your time. Enjoy
your summer. Talk to you at the
beginning of fall!

Dates:
July 4 Independence DayCapital markets closed
Sept. 6 - Labor Day Capital markets closed
Nov. 20 - J.K. Financial,
Inc. Holiday Party - Dallas
Athletic Club. Save the
date!

Things to do now:
REVIEW your stimulus
fund. See Pages 1-3.
LOWER your risk in the
age of Coronovirus. See
graph on Page 5.
EXAMINE the opinions
from the conference. See
Page 6-7.

